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About
Company

Who We Are:
Wisesa Consulting Indonesia was meticulously crafted by a group of IT professionals and experts
who shared a common vision - to deliver unparalleled quality in business system solutions and
services. With a legacy of technological prowess, we have evolved into a dynamic and flexible
organization that thrives on innovation.

Welcome to Wisesa Consulting Indonesia, where
excellence meets innovation in the realm of IT

solutions and services.



CEO MESSAGE
Innovation drives technology. Collaborating with industry leaders, we
offer Tech, and enhanced financial services, including payment system
transformation. Join us on this transformative journey for efficient,
secure, and comprehensive financial interactions as your partner in
achieving excellence. Best Regards.

Jimmy Darsono
WISECON Head

MANAGEMENT



Vision &
Mission

Empowering Excellence: Your Foremost
Destination for Best-in-Class IT Solutions,
Business Consulting, Management,
Outsourcing, and Services

Vision

 Innovative Solutions for Sustainable Growth:
Striving to lead in cutting-edge IT solutions, we are dedicated to
empowering businesses with innovative technologies that drive
sustainable growth. Our mission is to stay ahead in technological
advancements, offering tailored solutions that propel our clients
towards excellence.

Strategic Business Consultation for Optimal Performance:
Committed to providing strategic business consulting, our mission
is to be the catalyst behind our clients' success. We aim to offer
insightful guidance, enabling businesses to make informed
decisions, optimize performance, and achieve their objectives with
confidence.

Efficient Management  for Streamlined Operations : 
Our commitment extends to efficient management and
outsourcing services, designed to streamline operations and
enhance productivity. We aspire to be the preferred partner for
businesses seeking comprehensive management solutions and
outsourcing services that ensure operational excellence and cost-
effectiveness.

Mission



Our
Services
Explore Our Services: Tailored Excellence for Your Business Advancement.

Innovative Application Design and
Development Solutions:Elevate your
brand with our unparalleled
Application Design and Development
Service. Beyond mere coding, we
craft digital experiences that
captivate and convert. Transform
your ideas into intuitive, user-friendly
applications that seamlessly align
with your business objectives

Unleash the power of your data with
our Business Intelligence and Data
Warehouse Service. We specialize in
turning raw data into strategic
insights, empowering your business
to make informed decisions. Fuel
innovation and drive growth with our
cutting-edge solutions.

Experience unparalleled reliability
and flexibility with our Private and
Hybrid Cloud Server Managed
Services. We take the complexity out
of cloud management, offering
secure and scalable solutions
tailored to your unique
requirements. Trust us to optimize
your cloud infrastructure, ensuring
seamless operations and data
integrity.

Connectivity is the backbone of
modern business, and our Network
Design and Installation Service
ensures your foundation is robust.
From strategic network planning to
seamless installations, we create
networks that support your business
goals. Experience efficiency and
reliability with our expertly designed
and installed networks.

Web&Mobile Application Design and
Development Service

Business Intelligence and Data
Warehouse Service:

Private and Hybrid Cloud Server
Managed Services:

Network Design and Installation
Service:



Our
Projects

Showcasing Our Excellence: Featured Projects

In the realm of cutting-edge technology, the DCT project stands as a testament to
innovation and seamless connectivity. DCT, our flagship ERP system, is designed
to transcend boundaries, offering a multi-platform experience across WEB , API
and Android platforms. This integrated solution seamlessly connects various
services, creating a cohesive ecosystem for enhanced efficiency and productivity.

"Unleash the Power of Precision: Object Detection Machine Learning Service"
Welcome to a new era of innovation with our Object Detection Machine Learning
service. Imagine a solution that not only detects objects but evolves with your
unique dataset through powerful machine learning capabilities. Our service
redefines what's possible, offering unparalleled precision and adaptability in
object detection.

Embark on a seamless financial journey with our Host-to-Host Payment solution,
a groundbreaking project that facilitates transactions with several prominent
banks in Indonesia. This innovative platform redefines how businesses manage
machine and credit transactions, ensuring efficiency, security, and ease of use

Introducing FaceRec, our cutting-edge project designed to redefine image
comparison through advanced API services. FaceRec is not just a tool; it's a
solution that empowers businesses to harness the potential of facial recognition
technology for a myriad of applications. Dive into the world of FaceRec and
discover how our API service seamlessly compares image similarity, offering a
versatile and efficient solution.

DCT

Object Detection Service (Machine Learning)

Host To Host Service

FaceRec

FaceRec



our
Business Client

At WISECON, our commitment to excellence is reflected in the array of esteemed clients we proudly

collaborate with. From leading banks and cash management entities to educational institutions and

public spaces, our diverse client portfolio showcases the versatility and reliability of our services

across various sectors.



Thank You!

Our Contact:

+62 21-2933-9398

info@wisesa-consulting.com

hrd@wisesa-consulting.com

partner@wisesa-consulting.com

www.wisesa-consulting.com

Jalan . Ampasit VI No 11A , RT02 /
RW02 , Cideng Jakarta , Jakarta Pusat ,
10150

PT . WISESA CONSULTING INDONESIA

Information for product or service

Career & Job opportunity

Partnership & Business opportunity

Phone Website

Location

https://wisesa-consulting.com/

